Quark ALS (Altemating·Layer-Spin) structure is studied from a viewpoint of chiral bag model, as a possible intermediate stage to the transition of matter from hadronic to quark where a condensed 7[0 field and two-dimensional quark matter with a spin-flavor combination of ALS type are realized.
When density p becomes much higher than the nuclear density Po""'O.17 fm-a. hadronic matter possibly turns into quark matter.9) Baym pointed out a phase with an infinite network of interconnected bag prior to this transition. 10 ) If hadronic matter has such an order as the ALS structure, a partial fusion of baryon bags is expected to take place keeping this order after the ALS aspect is well developed, as illustrated in Fig. l 
Basic equations for quark and 7[0 fields are derived from variation of 1.
l. Single·particle states 01 quarks
The quarks inside the f·th layer (-b~ 2 ~ b) obey the free Dirac equation Fig. l(a) and (b) . We assume that this symmetry property still holds after the transition to the quark ALS structure; we impose the condi·
. Then the eigen· value equation for qz is given by (6) for sa=l and the one for sa=2 in which I+a and 1-a are interchanged, where I ± a == (1 ± ra sin 8b )/ cos 8b with the abbreviation, A ==tanqzb and 8b ==8 (z=b ( 4) and represented by using the eigenvalues thus obtained and I± a.
Quark ALS structure
On the basis of the single-quark states, next we consider what configuration of the twodimensional quark matter is favorable m energy in the presence of the condensed 7[0 field. For sa=l, Eq. (6) gives (8) which results from combining a~26+ f~m~2 =0 with a/7[°=o. The latter is derived from the PCAC at the bag surface, f~2de/dzlz~±b (9) The derivative de/dz at the loth layer surface is given by the quark ALS structure; its sign is (_1)1+1 as expected in Fig. I(c) 
Energy of the system
After solving self-consistently the set of coupled equations, Eqs. (7), (8) and (9), energy calculations are performed by using e(z) and qz thus determined. The energy expression per baryon is the sum of three terms; the quark kinetic energy Eq/NB, the volume energy Ev/NB and the pion field energy E~/NB, In order to avoid the collapse of the quark layers we need some effects to increase the energy and/ or to reduce the attractive 7 baryon problem.!3) The OGE contribution in the quark ALS structure is repulsive to favor largeb and increases as p goes high. A preliminary result is shown in Fig. 2 . We can see the OGE effect to restore the stability at high p. Since the formulation presented here is naturally extended to include the effects (ii) and (iii), to examine such possibilities is tractable. More detailed accounts of this study will be reported elsewhere.
